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By attending this presentation, you are agreeing to be bound by the restrictions set out below. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of applicable securities laws. 

The information and opinions contained in this presentation are intended solely for your personal reference and are strictly confidential. The information and opinions contained in this presentation have not been 
independently verified, and no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to, and no reliance should be placed on the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of, the information or opinions 
contained herein. It is not the intention to provide, and you may not rely on this presentation as providing, a complete or comprehensive analysis of the condition (financial or other), earnings, business affairs, business 
prospects, properties or results of operations of Bank of Chongqing Co., Ltd. (the “Company”). The information and opinions contained in this presentation are provided as at the date of this presentation and are 
subject to change without notice. Neither the Company nor any of its affiliates, advisors and representatives shall have any responsibility or liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for the accuracy or 
completeness of, or any errors or omissions in, any information or opinions contained herein nor for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this presentation.

This presentation is not and does not constitute or form part of and should not be construed as, any offer, invitation or recommendation to purchase or subscribe for any securities (the “Securities”) of the Company or 
any of its subsidiaries or affiliates in any jurisdiction or an inducement to enter into investment activity, and no part of it shall form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with any contract, commitment or 
investment decision in relation thereto. If you intend to deal in any Securities, you will be solely responsible for your own assessment of the market and the market position of the Company and you must conduct your 
own analysis at the time of such dealing and be solely responsible for forming your own view of the potential future performance of the business of the Company. This presentation is not intended to provide and should 
not be relied upon for tax, legal or accounting advice, investment recommendations or a credit or other evaluation of the issue of Securities. Prospective investors should consult their tax, legal, accounting or other 
advisers.

This document is not for distribution, directly or indirectly, in or into the United States (including its territories and possessions, any State of the United States and the District of Columbia).

No Securities have been and will be registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”) or the securities laws of any State of the United States or any applicable jurisdiction, and these 
materials do not constitute or form a part of any offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to purchase or subscribe for securities in the United States or elsewhere in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful 
prior to registration or qualification under the securities laws of any such jurisdiction. No Securities may be offered or sold in the United States absent registration or an applicable exemption from registration 
requirements, pursuant to the Securities Act. The Company does not intend to make any public offering of Securities in the United States or in any other jurisdiction where such an offering is restricted or prohibited.

This presentation may not be used or relied upon by any other party, or for any other purpose, and may not be reproduced, disseminated or quoted without the prior written consent of the Company. Any investment in 
any Securities issued by the Company or its subsidiaries or affiliates should be made solely on the basis of the final offer document issued in respect of such Securities. This presentation or any materials provided in 
connection herewith may not be taken away by the recipients. The contents of this presentation may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other person or published, in whole or in 
part, for any purpose. The distribution of this presentation in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law and recipients should inform themselves about and observe any such restrictions. In particular, this document 
may not be taken or transmitted into the United States, the United Kingdom, Hong Kong, Singapore, Japan and the PRC, except in accordance with applicable securities laws.

The information contained in this presentation contains forward-looking statements that reflect the Company’s current views with respect to future events and financial performance. These views are based on a number 
of estimates and current assumptions which are subject to business, economic and competitive uncertainties and contingencies as well as various risks and these may change over time and in many cases are outside 
the control of the Company and its directors. No assurance can be given that future events will occur or that the Company’s assumptions are correct. Actual results may differ materially from those forecast and 
projected.

This document contains data sourced from and the views of independent third parties. In replicating such data in this presentation, the Company makes no representation, whether express or implied, as to the 
accuracy of such data. The replication of any third party views in this presentation should not necessarily be treated as an indication that the Company agrees with or concurs with such views. 

Disclaimer
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Major Operating Indicator 2020 2019 Change (%) Major Operating Indicator 2020 2019 Change

Net Interest Income 11,061 9,148 20.9 ROA 0.86 0.91 (0.05).

Net incomes from fees and 
commissions

1,037 949 9.3 Return on weighted average 
equity 12.2 13.0 (0.8)

Operating Income 13,048 11,948 9.2 Net Interest Spread 2.18 2.10 0.08

Pre-Provision Operating 
Profit （PPOP ） 10,170 9,186 10.7 Net Interest Margin 2.27 2.18 0.09

Net profit 4,566 4,321 5.7 Cost-to-income Ratio 20.64 21.68 (1.04)

Dividends per share (RMB： 
Yuan) 0.373 0.236 58.1 NPL Ratio 1.27 1.27 0.00

Total assets 561,641 501,232 12.1 NPL Coverage Ratio 309.13 279.83 29.30

Net loans and advances to 
customers 272,259 238,627 14.1 Provision-to-loan Ratio 3.92 3.56 0.36

Total Liabilities 519,647 462,618 12.3 Capital Adequacy Ratio 12.54 13.00 (0.46).

Gross Deposits 314,500 281,049 11.9 Tier 1 Capital Adequacy 
Ratio 9.57 9.82 (0.25)

Total equity 41,994 38,614 8.8 Core Tier 1 Capital Adequacy 
Ratio 8.39 8.51 (0.12)

Genera l  In t roduc t ion
(RMB：million,%).Major Operating Indicator

Note: Unless otherwise stated, the data presented in this presentation material is domestic accounting standards.
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Honors and Awards

G e n e r a l  i n f o r m a t i o n  ( C o n t i n u e d )

The Bank successfully listed its A shares and became the first A + 
H listed city commercial bank in Western China

It ranked 206th in the Top 500 Global Banking Brands by The Banker 
magazine, up 53 places as compared to the previous year

It was awarded "National Civilized Unit" by the Central 
Guidance Commission on Building Spiritual Civilization.

The Bank was awarded the BBB- investment-grade rating by 
Standard & Poor’s for four years in a row, achieving a stable 
outlook.

The Bank won the "Top Ten City Commercial Bank Retail Bank Award" in the selection of the China Retail 
Financial Innovation Practice Award organized by Retail Banking magazine.

The Bank won the silver award of "Technology Innovation and Application" in the "2020 China Fintech Innovation Competition” held by 
China Financial Certification Authority (CFCA).

The Bank won the “Data Innovation Award” at the DAMA China Data Management Summit 2020 held by China Branch of 
DAMA International Data Management Association.



Financial Performance
l Expanded into one city and three provinces, and significantly 

expanded scale
l Broadened sources of income and increased revenue, and achieve 

solid growth in efficiency
l Doubled down on cost reduction and efficiency enhancement, and 

maintained a leading position in efficiency
l Strengthened intelligent risk control, and continuously enhanced 

quality
l Deepened capital management, and continuously enhanced 

strength
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Total deposits
11.9%

Total assets

Compound growth rate: 11.7%

12.1%

Total loans
Compound growth rate: 15.5%

14.5%

Total equity

Compound growth rate: 10.1%.

8.8%

(RMB：million)

Financial Performance Expanded into one city and three provinces,  
and significantly expanding scale

Compound growth rate: 10.8%.
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Net profitCompound growth 
rate: 9.7%.

9.2% 5.7%.

Compound growth 
rate: 9.3%

Pre-Provision 
Operating Profit 

(PPOP)
Net Interest Spread

Operating Income
(RMB: millions,%)

Compound growth 
rate: 10.8%.

10.7%

Financial Performance Broadened sources of income and increased revenue, 
and achieve solid growth in efficiencycy
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Profit Per 
Capita
(RMB 

thousands)

Business and
Administrative 

Expenses

Compound growth 
rate: 5.8%.

4.0%

2.6%

Compound growth 
rate: 5.7%.

Assets Per 
Capita

Cost-to-income 
ratio

9.4%

Compound growth 
rate: 8.4%

Financial Performance Doubled down on cost reduction and efficiency enhancement, 
and maintained a leading position in efficiency

(RMB: millions,%)
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Non-performing loan ratio

Proportion of special mention loan Proportion of loans overdue for more than 90 days

Provision coverage ratio

(%)

Financial Performance Strengthened intelligent risk control, 
and continuously enhanced quality
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Impact on capital adequacy 
ratio of Listing of A shares

Capital adequacy ratio

Core Tier-1 capital adequacy ratio

Capital Adequacy Ratio Tier-1 Capital 
Adequacy Ratio

Core Tier- 1 Capital 
Adequacy Ratio

(%)

Financial Performance Deepened capital management, 
and continuously enhanced strength



Strategic measures
l Implementing new development concepts and integrating into the 

new development pattern
l Promoting digital transformation and improving quality and 

efficiency of services
l Strengthening management capability and enhancing defense line 

of risk
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Green finance

Industrial finance

Trade finance

Supply chain finance

Upon approval by the 
Equator Principles Association, the 
Bank formally adopted the 
Equator Principles and became the 
seventh "Equator Bank" in China, 
opening a new chapter for the 
Bank to deeply put into practice 
the concept of green development 
and accelerating the innovation 
and development of green finance.

As of the end of 2020, the 
balance of green credit stood at 
RMB14.41 billion, representing an 
increase of 60% as compared with 
the beginning of the year.

Strategic measures Implementing new development concepts 
and integrating into the new development pattern
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The Central Committee of the CPC points out the direction for the development 
of Chongqing in the new era from a strategic and overall perspective

Offering from the strategic decisions of the State, Chongqing has broad 
prospects for development

ü Positioning of "Two Points"
ü Targets of "Two Cities," "Two 

High"
ü Construction of Chengdu-

Chongqing Double-city Economic 
Circle

Promoting the Supporting 
Role of Western Development 

in the New Era

Promoting the driving role of 
the Belt and Road Initiative

Promoting 
the 

Demonstra
tiveRole

Of 
Yangtze 

River 
Economic 

Belt
For Green 
Developme

nt

Continuous rise of Chongqing's GDP

ü Establishing Chengdu Branch in 
2008

ü Establishing Guiyang Branch in 
2010

ü Establishing Xi'an Branch in 
2011

Strategic measures Implementing new development concepts
And integrating into the new development pattern

Infrastructure construction
• Railway construction: Building a high-speed railway network shaped in Chinese 

character “米”  and a general-speed railway network with multiple lines of two 
rings and ten trunk lines, with a total investment of RMB360 billion in the next ten 
years

• Highway construction: By 2035, the “multiple lines of three rings and eighteen 
extending lines” will be completed, with 41 new projects and a mileage of 2,111 
kilometers

• Airport construction: By 2035, the metropolitan area of Chongqing’s main urban 
area will form a world-renowned multi-airport system, becoming an international 
aviation hub leading the opening of the inland

• Building a key town of national advanced manufacturing industry

• Developing eight industrial clusters including intelligence, auto-motor, equipment, 

materials, biomedicine, consumer goods, agricultural and non-staple food 

processing and technical services

• Realizing the total output value of industrial enterprises above designated size of 

RMB2.8 trillion  by 2022

Developing industrial clusters in the 
manufacturing sector

• By 2022, the added value of the service industry will exceed RMB1.4 trillion, 

and its proportion in the country will further increase, with an average annual 

growth of around 7%

• The added value of service industry accounts for around 54% of the city’s GDP

• The operating income of service industry above the designated size exceeds 

RMB600 billion, with an average annual growth of around 14%.

Accelerating the construction of modern 
service industry
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Data governance

l Carry out data governance and application 
exploration from multiple angles

l For the first time, the Bank integrated internal 
retail data, and accurately supported customer 
acquis i t ion  and cus tomer  re la t ionship 
management through intelligent marketing 
collaborated by the customer label and 
portrait platform.

Digital credit

l Scenario-based new products: chain 
corporate and government loans, good 
c o r p o r a t e  i n d i v i d u a l  l o a n s ,  g o o d 
corporate and superior housing loans, etc.

l Featured products: Income support loans, 
agricultural loans, etc.

Digital risk control

l  “Wind Chime” intelligent review system
l 2020 Best Practice of National Smart 

Enterprise Building
l 2020  Ch i na  F i nanc i a l  T e c h n o l o g y 

Innovation Competition "Silver Award for 
Technology Innovation Application"

Digital supervision

l Participated in the formulation of 
industry standards for PBOC's financial 
technology innovation

l One of the first batch of financial 
regulatory innovation pilot units 

Digital application

l Blockcha in  co l l a t e ra l  app l i ca t ion 
platform

l The first blockchain business application
l Electronic deposit certificate based on 

blockchain
l Online credit evidence preservation 

system 

Digital operations

l Promoted the mobile integrated terminal
l Upgraded mobi le  banking  5 .0  and 

personal online banking 4.0
l Built an Internet operation platform and 

launched accurate marketing analysis of 
electronic channel customers 

Strategic measures Promoting digital transformation 
and improving quality and efficiency of services
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Strategic measures Strengthening management capability and enhancing  
defense line of risk

Conception Mechanism Capability

Strengthen management capability

Adhering to the overall concept of “strengthening 

the head office and activating branches” 

Enhancing the strategic management capability, 

and strengthening the construction of assessment 

system and management mechanism
Strengthening overall management, work style 

construction, sense of responsibility and 

collaborative capability 

Reform Upgrading Mitigation

Enhancing defense line of risk

Deepening the reform of risk management structure 

and the paperless credit review process

Adopting big data and risk decision-making engine 

to upgrade risk control technologies and models

Taking comprehensive measures including collection, 

restructuring and transfer of creditor's rights to mitigate 

existing risks



Operating Highlight
l Corporate Banking: Highlighting Entity Transformation and 

Giving Full Play to Business Advantages
l SME Banking : Highlighting Inclusive Finance and Expanding 

Business Coverage
l Retail Banking : Focusing on Infrastructure Construction and 

Expanding Business Market
l Financial Market : Focusing on Structural Optimization and 

Improving Business Quality and Efficiency
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Corporate bank loans

Compound growth rate: 
13.9%.

19.1%

Corporate bank deposits

12.9%.

No. 1 Local Corporate Bank

Growth rate of corporate loans in 2020

Rmb10 billion

Increment of time-point deposits, daily average deposits and deposit 
balance exceeded RMB10 billion

Compound growth rate: 
8.1%.

No. 1 Local Corporate Bank

Growth and increment of loans to private enterprises and manufacturing 
industry  in 2020

No. 1 Local Corporate Bank

 Increment of corporate deposits in 2020

Operating Highlight Corporate Banking: Highlighting Entity Transformation 
and Giving Full Play to Business Advantages

(RMB：million)
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Operating Highlight Corporate Banking: Highlighting Entity Transformation 
and Giving Full Play to Business Advances

• The customers rated as A and above accounted for nearly 
80% of the total, representing an increase of nearly 
20%, and accounted for over 90% of the new loan 
customers 

 

         
    

The basic customer base was steadily expanded

• The Bank initiated the “Excellent Loan” and “Real Enterprise Credit 
Loan”, and the balance doubled to over RMB8 billion, and the 
number of accounts increased by nearly 70%

• The Bank continued to promote the cash management system to fully 
facilitate the transformation of entities

         
    

Effective implementation of products and tools

• Being one of the first cooperative banks to carry out government-bank cooperation with the Economic Information Technology 
Commission to promote high-quality industrial development, the first bank to give a lecture at the “Financial Lecture Hall,” and the 
only bank to participate in the special training on improving financing capacity of private enterprises, we have introduced financial 
products to over 1,300 enterprises accumulatively. 

• By building an all-round and three-dimensional channel for bank-government cooperation, and cooperating with Chongqing 
Municipality and 38 districts and counties under its jurisdiction in terms of overhaul fund and pre-sale fund, it is expected to bring 
about RMB10 billion of corporate deposits. 

Building platforms to collaborate in an active manner
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First in Central and Western China
Banks directly linked to the cross-border 
blockchain platform

First in Chongqing
Fully l icensed local  corporate banks for 
customer-driven RMB-foreign exchange 
derivatives

Class A Banks
Assessment on Compliance and Prudent 
Operation of Foreign Exchange Business for 
2020

101 transactions amounted to RMB19,074 million
Supporting the construction of “Chengdu-Chongqing Dual-city 
Economic Circle ”,investment in projects in Sichuan and 
Chongqing

RMB290 million, representing a year-on-year 
increase of 24.7%.
Net profit generated by the subsidiary， Xinyu 
Financial Leasing

“Excellent Member Entity” and “Most Popular Bank for 
Optimizing Business Environment.”
2020 Foreign Exchange Self-discipline Mechanism

Trade finance 
business

Financial 
leasing 

businessRMB23,999 million, representing an increase of 
28.3% as compared with the end of last year.
Total assets of the controlled subsidiary of Xinyu 
Financial Leasing

0.64%
NPL ratio of the controlled subsidiary
 of Xinyu Financial Leasing

Operating Highlight Corporate Banking: Highlighting Entity Transformation 
and Giving Full Play to Business Advantages
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Compound growth rate: 
5.4%.

4.3%

Number of 
small and 

micro 
customers

50.4%
.

The proportion of inclusive loans to small and micro 
enterprises of RMB10 million and below has been 

increasing year by year

Inclusive 
Financial 
Services Key Development Measures

• Expanding customer service
The Bank formulated plans for small and 
mic ro  en te rpr i se  l oans  unde r  t he 
management of small and micro business 
lines and inclusive small and micro 
enterprise loans with a total  credit 
amount of RMB10 million and below, 
and the balance of small and micro 
enterprise loans with a total  credit 
amount of RMB10 million and below 
reached RMB36,451 million
 

         
    

• Optimizing the investment structure
F o c u s i n g  o n  k e y  a r e a s  c o v e r i n g 
“manufacturing,” “agriculture, forestry, 
animal husbandry and fishery,” “leasing 
a n d  c o m m e r c i a l  s e r v i c e s , ”  a n d 
“accommodation and catering,” the Bank 
invested more than RMB6.7 billion, 
RMB2.1 billion, RMB1.6 billion 
and RMB1 billion respectively in the 
whole year
 

         
    

Small and 
micro bank 

loans

Compound growth rate: 
40.2%.

Operating Highlight SME Banking : Highlighting Inclusive Finance 
and Expanding Business Coverage

(RMB：million, No. of Clients)
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Products

Channels

• Eight product series: "Classic" series, "Start-up Force series," “Technology "series," 
“Three Rural Issues "series, “Culture and Tourism "series," Batch "series," Good 
Enterprise Loan "series and" Chain Enterprise Loan "series.

Implement innovation-driven and upgrade product model

• Over 20 competitive products: "Housing Mortgage Loan," "Good Enterprise Loan," "Annual Review Loan," "Knowledge Value Credit Loan," 
"Anti-pandemic Loan," "Supporting Small Enterprises to Help the Poor," "Pig Insurance Loan," "Good Enterprise and Individual Loan," "Good 
Enterprise Loan" and "Chain Enterprise Procurement Loan." "Micro-E Loan," Two Mountains and Two Modernizations, Good Enterprises Aid 
Agriculture Loan ", etc..

• Three major product packages: "Classic product 
packages," “Featured product packages" and "Online 
product packages."

Expanding customer acquisition channels and improving customer 
services

Operating Highlight SME Banking : Highlighting Inclusive Finance 
and Expanding Business Coverage

• Improving offline services: the Bank optimized outlets reasonably, expanded the layout in “one city and three provinces” with 
Chongqing as the center, and strengthened intelligent devices in hardware. In terms of staffing, the Bank highlighted the streamlining 
efficiency in terms of personnel allocation, and emphasized the input-output ratio in terms of comprehensive income, so as to give full 
play to the position marketing  function of the position of the outlets.

Upgrading online services: the Bank relied on digital credit technology to diversify 
online financial products. Though online channels such as online banking, mobile 
banking and WeChat banking, it expanded financial services and coverage.
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6.3%.

Retail Deposits

20.8%.

Asset quality continued to be excellent
In response to the impact of the pandemic, the Bank actively strengthened 
the risk control and management of online loans

Retail Loans

Increment hitting a new high over the years
Personal mortgage loans increased by RMB8.77 billion in the year, hitting 
a new high over the previous years

The proportion of savings deposits continued to rise
Proportion of savings deposits was closed to 40% at the end of 2020.

(RMB：million)

Compound growth rate: 
18.5%.

Compound growth rate: 
23.0%.

Operating Highlight Retail Banking : Focusing on Infrastructure Construction 
and Expanding Business Market

The scale of deposits maintained rapid growth
The CAGR has exceeded 20% since 2015
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OCR Knowledge
 Map

Big Data of 
Consumer Finance

Intelligent Risk 
Control System

Biometrics AI

Identifi
cation

Anti-
fraud

Anti-
credit 
fraud

Risk 
Pricing

Post-
disbursem

ent 
Warning

Intelligent 
collection

Machine 
learning

Successfully Completing the Construction of Intelligent Risk Control Operation Platform

Supporting automatic approval of 7 online consumer finance products

7

Involving 5,000 risk variables, tens of connotative models and 

thousands of rules

5,000

Realizing second-level approval and providing 7 × 24-hour "zero-

touch" services

7 x 24 hours

The 4th Retail Banking and Risk Control Conference "Most Growth Value 

Award of Consumer Finance."

Best Growth Value Award for Consumer Finance

Operating Highlight Retail Banking : Focusing on Infrastructure Construction 
and Expanding Business Market
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Continuous 
deepening

Customer Tiered 
Management

Actively building
High quality 

product system

Vigorously 
promoting

Infrastructure 
Construction

• On the basis of the traditional customer segmentation 
of “gold, platinum and diamond," the Bank added 
the customer rating of "private banking”.

• The Bank set up a dedicated marketing team and 
value-added service system for private banking to 
provide diversified value-added services

• VIP customers with an AUM value of over 100,000 
and private banking customers with it of over 3 
million grew by over 12% and 20% respectively, 
resulting in quality and efficiency improvement at the 
customer level

• The Bank launched the function of A batch white 
list  of "Jie e Loan" to help branches expand 
quality customer base and acquire customers in 
batches

• It developed the "Corporate Auction Loan" 
product and granted the first loan in 202012, 
further diversifying the types of mortgage loans

• The Bank researched and developed personal 
online pledged loan products to promote the 
online and intelligent development of traditional 
loan business

• Building the "Yu Lehui" Point Mall to Create an 
Online "Life Circle."

• The Bank launched the "Cloud Payment" platform 
and introduced 10 payment inst i tut ions in 
Chongqing

• The Bank made great efforts to enhance customer 
activity and continuously consolidated the basic 
customer base, with the number of savings 
customers exceeding 4 million, an increase of 
nearly 300,000 in the year.

Operating Highlight Retail Banking : Focusing on Infrastructure Construction 
and Expanding Business Market
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Operating Highlight Financial Market : Focusing on Structural Optimization and 
Improving Business Quality and Efficiency

Financial Market Business

l The capital trading volume of inter-bank market for 
the year increased by nearly 60% as compared to 
the same period of last year, and the proportion of 
inter-bank liabilities continued to decline

l The Bank continued to optimize the structure of 
bond investment and increased the proportion of  
standardized bonds and highly liquid assets

Wealth Management Business

l Made steady transformation in accordance with the new 
rules on asset management and maintained sound 
d e v e l o p m e n t  m o m e n t u m  i n  t e r m s  o f  r e f i n e d 
management of products, optimization of investment 
structure, stabilization of customer income and  income 
from intermediary services of financial management 

l Created a new wealth management product line, form 
three closed product series of "Juhui, Jinhui, Caihui," 
cash management + regular open product system



THANK YOU

THANK YOU


